Elluminate Bridge for ANGEL

Seamlessly integrate synchronous content and collaboration into existing coursework

Elluminate Bridge for ANGEL Learning Management Suite™ brings you a full featured integration that easily and seamlessly bridges the gap between asynchronous and synchronous eLearning.

With the Elluminate Bridge for ANGEL, you can combine your asynchronous ANGEL LMS technology with Elluminate Live!—the Internet-based, real-time eLearning and web collaboration tool that ensures a superior user experience regardless of computer platform or connection speed.

For Instructors and Students
Already using ANGEL for your distance learning? Now you can schedule and add Elluminate Live! online sessions to existing courseware. You can even record your classes for those who missed the live session or want to review. And your students can launch a synchronous Elluminate Live! session directly from your ANGEL LMS with a single click.
For IT and Technical Staff
Need deployment flexibility and simplicity? You have it with Elluminate Bridge for ANGEL Learning Management Suite. The integration quickly and securely installs into your existing ANGEL LMS environment and connects to the Elluminate Live! application as an ASP service with Elluminate.

For CIOs, Provosts, and Other Administrators
Elluminate understands that your students expect real-time classes and collaborations as part of today’s academic environment. Plus, we know you’ve made a significant investment in your ANGEL deployments, training, and staff buy-in. The Elluminate Bridge for ANGEL Learning Management Suite is a cost-effective way to extend your existing eLearning investment to include synchronous components.

Why Elluminate Bridge for ANGEL?
- Add synchronous content to distance learning
- Schedule and deliver Elluminate Live! sessions
- Attend live sessions with a single click
- Create, archive, and share session recordings
- Invite remote guest speakers to live sessions
- Designate moderator and participant roles
- Leverage your technology investment
- Use existing student and staff directory structures

Leverage the technology you have now to meet your unique needs. Contact Elluminate today at sales@elluminate.com or call 1-866-GO-ELLUM (1-866-463-5586).

The eLearning landscape is evolving. Don’t wait. Integrate Elluminate Live! and ANGEL today!